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his chapter discusses methods to manage growth and development in
a manner that provides for the desired character, amenities and places
envisioned by the community. Included in this element is a Future
Land Use Plan which reflects the community’s vision and preferred pattern
of growth over the next 20 years and beyond. Additionally, this chapter
discusses various development alternatives and provides a series of goals
and policies for achieving the City’s desired character.

Future Land Use Plan
After developing and analyzing the impacts of a variety of growth scenarios
in Chapter 4, a preferred scenario was chosen. The preferred scenario is
based on the City’s comprehensive guiding principles and is designed to
actively promote open space preservation, connectivity, walkable mixed
use centers, transit supportive development and a strong job to housing
balance. The preferred scenario also minimizes impacts to infrastructure,
protects residents from increased flooding opportunities, and preserves and
enhances existing neighborhoods. This scenario continues to account for a
population of up to 178,875 while increasing employment opportunities;
however this density can only be achieved if efforts are made to develop in a
manner that conserves water capacity.

Key characteristics of this scenario include the following:
• New residential activity that primarily consists of rural/estate and
suburban character promoting clustered villages
• A limited number of mixed use centers strategically located throughout
the community:
* Urban High centers in the currently rural southwest part of town
and a reinvented I-45/FM 646 intersection
* Urban Low centers in southwest League City (transitioning from
the proposed Urban High area), the proposed Riverbend site,
area surrounding I-45/FM 646 intersection (transitioning from the
proposed Urban High area), north of Challenger 7 Memorial Park
along FM 528, the SH 96/SH 146 intersection, FM 270 (south of
the Ned and Faye Dudney Nature Center), and a portion of the
Shellside neighborhood
• Suburban Villages within and near the Historic District and the
Shellside neighborhood
• Suburban commercial development in the southwest part of town
The Future Land Use Plan is shown in Figure 5.1 and is supported by a series
of goals and policies that should be used together as a guide for decisions
regarding land use and development.
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Planned future land uses reflect new patterns that are designed to
accommodate the projected growth and redevelopment in new, creative
ways, by promoting conservation developments, clustered villages, and
compact mixed used areas.
Character of future League City is proposed to range from natural to urban
high as defined below.
• Rural/Estate Residential – Takes advantage of the rural look and
feel that many League City residents consider to be highly desirable.
Rural/Estate places very heavy emphasis on maintaining large open
spaces in a variety of forms ranging from natural and agricultural
land to well groomed estates. As a result, open space ratios are high
and allowable building coverage, height and scale are low. Clustered
development gives the impression of small rural villages surrounded by
consolidated open space that is valuable for continued agricultural use
or preservation as natural areas.
• Suburban Residential – Builds upon the initial intent of Suburban
development to provide a blend of Urban and Rural character. The
result is a garden setting that focuses upon green space and limited
density. In comparison to Rural/Estate character, yards may be smaller,
but remain heavily landscaped. The natural focus often makes
Suburban Residential neighborhoods pleasantly walkable, although
density is not sufficient to make walking a viable alternative to travel
unless development is clustered. Homes typically cover a moderate
amount of the lot and are generally set back from the road. When
clustered, Suburban Residential development takes on the appearance
of a village with ample open space that can be naturally preserved or
used to provide common parks, ponds or a “village green”. Suburban
Residential development allows a limited variety of residential housing
types, as well as limited commercial that is most particularly useful
when development is clustered.
• Suburban Village – Reflects the character of the community’s original
town, now known as the Historic District and provides an opportunity
for similar types of developments in other areas of the community.
These areas are similar in concept to Suburban Residential, but
with greater emphasis on the traits that make the Historic District
appealing, including an intimate scale, limited density, a dynamic
center and attractions that serve to draw League City residents as
well as visitors to the area. The mobility system in an area classified
as Suburban Village is extremely well connected, the tree canopy is
intended to be substantial and architectural styles vary to give the
area a timeless appearance. Suburban Village character promotes a
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mix of uses, but remains a residential area, particularly outside of the
commercial center. Open spaces range from natural areas and parks
to active and highly programmed spaces that serve as gathering areas
or activity centers.
• Auto-Dominant Residential – Fully accommodates the automobile
to the extent that it becomes the factor around which all other traits
revolve. The garden concept of Suburban character remains, but in
limited form as driveways take up a substantially larger percentage
of lots. Front setbacks are typically deep enough to allow for parking.
Homes typically become more prominent and the garage becomes
a dominant part of the architecture. Lot sizes may be smaller than
in Suburban Residential areas but have the appearance of being
substantially smaller as homes become larger to accommodate the
garage. Overall, lot coverage and the percentage of impervious surface
are both higher. The space between buildings is typically smaller and
lots are often more shallow. The very vast majority of residential areas
in League City are classified as Auto-Dominant.
• Suburban Commercial – Brings the garden concept to areas that
are dominated by commercial retail, office or industrial activities. As
with Suburban Residential and Suburban Village, the view in areas
classified as Suburban Commercial is dominated by green space with
structures blended into the landscape, if visible at all. The result is often
a “campus” or natural feel. Parking areas are either hidden or blended
into the landscaping and signage is complementary to the character.
Structures and activity centers within Suburban Commercial space
are often connected by trails that allow for enjoyable travel by modes
other than the automobile. Architecture is limited in scale and in the
amount of total site coverage, as is total impervious surface. Clustering
is encouraged as a means of increasing connectivity, sharing parking,
creating more successful common areas, and conserving larger areas
as unblemished natural space. Residential activity is equally acceptable
in Suburban Commercial areas, but is most viable in clustered
development and in a multistory (and sometimes mixed use) format.
• Auto-Dominant Commercial – Focuses on convenience and access for
customers and employees almost exclusively by automobile. Buildings
are typically set back to provide ample view of the parking areas that
dominate sites. Architecture is typically single story, although “jumbo
story” retail structures can make anchor retail spaces appear to be
taller. Auto-Dominant Commercial is primarily linear along major
roadways as stand alone or “strip retail” structures or located at major
intersections in a commercial “center” format. Mix of uses is generally
limited to retail and limited office activity, along with occasional

institutional uses. Walkability, connectivity and common areas are
generally minimal. Open space is limited and most often functions
only to accent parking areas and structures. Signage typically is highly
visible along corridors and serves as the primary means of luring
customers. Uses are very rarely mixed.
• Urban Low – Traditionally serves as a destination, at minimum, for
local residents, employees and guests. Urban Low emphasizes the
relationship between buildings and pedestrians. Lot coverage and
the amount of impervious surface are high. Structures are typically
multiple stories but limited in scale to an average of four stories or
less. Setbacks are minimal, if existent, along the front and sides of
buildings and most structures have sufficient detail to maintain the
interest of pedestrian traffic. Open space is typically highly functional
as common areas, park space or natural areas. It may serve as
gathering places for events or may include attractions sufficient to
draw visitors to the area. Uses are actively mixed to meet a range
of retail, office, civic, institutional, and residential needs. Urban Low
character is highly connected and the close proximity of structures,
as well as incorporation of active common areas, encourages travel
without an automobile. Parking is typically located on-street or to the
rear of structures and, when possible, shared and structured. Density
within areas classified as Urban Low is sufficient to support transit
service.
• Urban High – Captures the full and dynamic essence of an Urban
environment. Intensity of use of land is very high. Structures are
almost exclusively multiple stories with a scale that may reach up to
ten stories. Setbacks are nearly nonexistent and parking is almost
exclusively located on-street or in parking structures. As with Urban
Low, the emphasis in an Urban High environment is between buildings
and pedestrians with numerous amenities and activities located
near or within the right of way as means of encouraging walking
traffic. Buildings are highly detailed with high levels of transparency
to promote “window shopping”. Urban High character anticipates
a broad mix of uses sufficient to become fully transit supportive as
a residential, office, retail and possibly civic center. Attractions are
critical to Urban High character as a means of complementing the
role of the area as a location to live, work and shop. Green spaces
and landscaping are intended to be highly functional as spaces for
gathering, entertaining or possibly as a natural escape. Due to the
intensity of use, Urban High character should be limited to strategic
locations.

Figure 5.1 Future Land Use Plan
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Placemaking
Simply stated, a “place” is a location that provides an experience that is
memorable and worth repeating. A “great place” is worth selecting first and
often above other places, is worth traveling to and, in some cases, waiting
for. Most often, great places are described as dynamic, attractive and offer a
number of things to do or reasons to be there. A great place can be as small
as a plaza, park or street with a row of unique businesses, but it can also be
as large as a major commercial center or neighborhood that includes several
destinations. No matter the size, “places” are locations where people want to
come, hang out, socialize. They can be great places to live, shop, work, play,
or gather – and often more than one!

• Stadiums or major sports centers
• Concert halls, theaters, amphitheaters
• Major parks and plazas
• Conference centers
• Museums or similar cultural attractions
• Major retail locations and markets

Great places are critical to communities. Often, a community is defined by
its great places. Communities such as Branson, Missouri and Gatlinburg,
Tennessee have built an entire economic program around great places.
Locally, communities like Sugar Land and the Woodlands have created
destinations that draw residents from the entire region.

Coconut Grove, Florida
Activities and Events
A first experience to an area may be sufficient to lure a guest back, but after
a while, experiencing the same activity can lose its appeal. Great places
typically offer a variety of activities or events that may include:
• Sports activities, such as a triathlon or soccer tournament

One of the most glaring criticisms of League City has been the absence of
great places or a sense of identity. The Comprehensive Plan offers a forum to
address both in a manner that is economically sustainable and unique to the
community.

• Parades and festivals
• Plays, concerts, dances, poetry reading, and historic reenactments
• Trade shows, art shows and craft shows

What Makes A Great Place?
A great place is the sum of its many parts. The result is unique to the area.
Neighborhoods can be great places in their own right, but most often
discussion of a great place refers to a commercial or cultural area. The place
typically begins as an area interesting to local residents and, if unique and
interesting enough, grows in popularity over time to become a regional draw.
Key ingredients to creating great places include:
Attractions
Every great place has at least one major draw that attracts people to the
location. It may be a gathering place for major events such as a stadium or
theater hall. It may be a major commercial retail location or an active park
space that is a daily draw. Not every trip to the area will occur as a result
of a major attraction, but it is typically the primary reason for an initial visit
and a strong cause for repeat trips. Economically, an attraction may or may
not be the primary generator of revenue for the great place. However, it is
certainly a primary catalyst that results in surrounding economic activity.
Attractions may include:
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• Water-based activities such as swimming, boating or kayaking
Pikes Place, Seattle, Washington
Complementary Functions
An attraction may draw people to an area but complementary functions are
the likely reason that guests or residents will stay for an extended period of
time. Complementary functions may also serve as attractions at a smaller
level, particularly if they also add to the unique experience provided by the
area.
• Stores and galleries

• Land-based activities such as biking and bird-watching
• School and civic functions
• Weddings and reunions

• Restaurants, cafes and wine rooms
• Parks, plazas and squares
• Recreation facilities such as soccer fields
• Educational facilities such as local museums or the local library
• Trails, waterfront and natural areas
• Hotels and bed and breakfast facilities
• Major landmarks that attract interest

Bayou City Art Festival, Houston, Texas

Connections/Linkages

Guests

An experience is assessed by more than the entertainment, it is also
judged by the ease with which guests could find the location and, once
there, navigate the area. In this regard, placemaking must result in a place
that is accessible, convenient, safe and easy to recognize. Attractions and
complementary functions need to be within close proximity to each other or
reached in a way that is enjoyable. Finally, it should be physically and visually
connected to other places. Considerations include:
• Gateways and interesting edges that inform a guest of arrival or
departure from the place

No place can be successful without visitors. Each of the components of
placemaking is intended to entice guests to the area and keep them
interested once they’ve arrived. In some instances, friends are just seeking
a location to relax and “hang out”. In others, they are interested in
entertainment or a specific event. Understanding guests and meeting their
needs is critical to maintaining the sustainability and attractive nature of a
great place. Guests may include:
• Residents or employees from the community
• Residents or employees from the region

• Wayfinding improvements that guide guests to the area, to destinations
within the area, and to other great places

• Friends or family visiting the region
• Business or event travelers within the community or region

• Streetscape improvements such as landscaping, street furniture and
monumentation

• Tourists traveling to the area to visit other attractions
• Tourists traveling to the area specifically to visit a great place

• Landmarks and points of interest within or adjacent to the right of way
that make a corridor equally interesting and attractive

• A “target market” such as a particular age group, gender, income level,
or other groups

• Methods of transportation within and to the place
• Parking at appropriate locations
• Clear connection and ease of access from surrounding neighborhoods

Market Street, Woodlands, Texas
Theme and Appearance
Almost every successful place has a unique and identifiable message.
Downtown Annapolis, Maryland builds upon its heritage as one of the oldest
cities in America by offering a mix of shopping and history in storefronts
that are nearly 300 years old. The message is accented by the occasional
patriot in colonial garb that stops his Segway to talk to tourists. The message
throughout downtown Annapolis is a deep and wholesome appreciation for
our nation’s past. New Orleans’ French Quarter also offers a rich heritage,
but the message is much more unkempt and presented by street musicians
playing jazz. In each case, the message is clear and details maintained
to ensure that the storyline is constantly reinforced. Factors that help to
reinforce the message include:
• Overall urban form, including architecture, landscaping, setbacks, scale,
the relationship between buildings, and the relationship to the street
• Gateways, street furniture, signage, landscaping and other features
within the right of way
• Landmarks and public art
• Maintenance and upkeep of the area
• Preservation of area history and historic spaces

Community Gateway, Columbus, Indiana

• Presentation of “storefronts”, including the use of appropriate signage,
landscaping, window displays, outdoor seating, and other methods of
enticing guests to the area

Conroe, Texas
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Figure 5.2 Districts, Linkages & Gateways
A series of future districts, linkages, and gateways were identified in League
City as shown in Figure 5.2. The proposed districts have the potential to
become distinct places each with their own unique theme and identity. The
City has identified five “main” districts which are discussed in further detail on
the following pages.
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UTMB/Big League Dreams/Town Centers District
Strengths
• Big League Dreams (attracts outside guests)
• Town Centers (has national brand shopping)
• UTMB
• Access and frontage along major roadways I-45, SH 646
• Park and Ride connection to Galveston
• Distance from Baybrook Mall (improved market capture)
• Office space

UTMB
Big League Dreams

Weaknesses
• Existing auto dominant retail development
• I-45, separates the district (difficult to create a single district)
• Traffic/congestion, poor access management, high rate of collision
• Lack of density keeps return on investment low and capture cone (market area) large

Walker St.

Victory Lakes
Town Center

Opportunities
• Redevelop as a mixed use, walkable area (higher return on investment,
smaller capture cone, more amenities/interesting places)
• SPORTS + MEDICINE theme
-- Offices, research and development, manufacturing/assembly, laboratories
-- Active recreation opportunities around Big League Dreams
-- Therapeutic facilities (trails, pools, equipment)
-- Amenities/Features/Sponsors appropriate to a Sports Medicine
cluster
• National Brand Retail/Entertainment Center
-- Increase intensity through potential office, residential and amenities
-- Hotels
Threats
• Market conditions
• Infrastructure/mobility capacities
• 10 year flip cycle (low return on investment allows for frequent movement by leap frog development)

6
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League City
Town Center

Bay Colony
Town Center
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Proposed Character
• 4 to 6 story buildings which could include a mixture of uses
• Mixture of Urban and Suburban characteristics
• Walkable and bike friendly, golf cart accessible to the extent possible
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e
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Creekside
Strengths
• Amenities, history and culture
• Clear Creek
• Small town, village character and grid pattern
• Butler Oaks
• Locally owned businesses, no boxes
• Invested neighbors
• Vacant parcels for infill development
Weaknesses
• Infrastructure improvements (drainage/roadways), Flood prone
• Lack of cohesiveness (character)
• Traffic/access/parking
• Condition and appearance of buildings/homes
• Location of Dallas Salmon Wastewater Treatment Plant
• Lack of signage/way finding
• Lack of linkages between amenities
• Railroad is divider
• Lack of gathering places or major attractions

Heritage Park
Butler’s Longhorn
Museum

M

Walter Hall
Park

Opportunities/Catalysts
• Cultural/entertainment activities and amenities (music, plays, art)
• Small businesses, unique shops and local restaurants
• Amphitheater (large and small)
• Community Market
• Niche in wedding industry
• Redeveloped and reprogrammed League Park and Heritage Park
Threats
• TxDOT
• Politics (neighborhood and city-fighting change)
• Financing
• Lack of common brand/theme
• City/neighbor commitment
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Perkin’s Station

Hi

Character/Theme
• Mixture of residential and commercial uses within walking distance
Cottage style retail, office
• Plazas, parks and natural open spaces
• Suburban with the majestic Oak Trees and landscaping
• Village like street grid pattern, walkable and bike friendly, Golf Cart
accessible to the extent possible

League Park

ain

St.

Southshore Harbour District
Strengths
• Resort
• Marina
• Clear Lake/Waterfront access
• Class A large scale office space

Marina

Weaknesses
• Limited infill space
• Proximity to interstate
• Aging facilities (as compared to competition)
Opportunities
• Conference/Hotel Center for Bay Area
• Marina Center
• Class A Office Hub
• National brand and local shops and restaurants
• Development of Beacon Island

Beacon’s Island
Office Space

Threats
• Potential competition for conference activity

Character/Themes
• Mix of unique stores and restaurants and national brands
• Suburban with open space and landscaping
• Up to 6 story office buildings
• Walkable and bike friendly
• Golf Cart accessible to the extent possible
• Resort/Maritime theme, play on water, flags, sails

FM 2094

Resort
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Gateway Corridor District
Walter Hall Park

Strengths
• Clear Creek
• I-45 frontage & access
• Riverbend potential mixed use development
• Walter Hall Park
• Vacant land along Wesley
Weaknesses
• Strip development along corridor
• Traffic congestion
• Appearance and condition of properties and buildings
• Fall within Baybrook Mall’s capture cone for national brand retail

Riverbend

Opportunities
• Gateway to League City
• Clear Creek paddle trail
• Riverbend development
• Marina/amphitheater (as part of Riverbend)
• Redevelopment of major centers (Kroger, Academy, Palais Royale)
• Cottage office space (replacing strip retail commercial)
• Improved access management
• Consolidation/redevelopment of strip retail
• Mixed use (retail, office)
Threats
• Market conditions
• Quick in/quick out (10 year flip cycle) financial development pattern,
(does not lend itself to sustainable long term development)
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Character
Riverbend
• Urban (Low/medium intensity)
• Walkable and bike friendly
• Golf Cart accessible to the extent possible
• Strong relationship to Clear Creek - water front restaurants, trials,
paddle trail, marina
518 Corridor
• Daily services, Retail
• Cottage offices replacing existing strip retail
• Suburban with open space and landscaping
• Linkages with Historic District, Government Center and other districts
• Walkable clusters Golf Cart accessible to the extent possible
• Resort/Maritime theme, play on water, flags, sails

18
FM 5

45
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Government District
Strengths
•
•
•
•

Vacant land for expansion
Existing government and community facilities in central location
Proximity to Main St.
Limited ownership (largely city-owned)

Weaknesses
• Aging existing facilities
• May require land acquisition
Opportunities
• Collaboration with other institutions
• Local, county, state agencies
• Educational institutions
• True town center
• Public/private partnerships to add retail, office and recreational opportunities
• Amenities, park land/open spaces/plazas
• Linkages to Main Street area

Helen Hall Library
City Hall
18
FM 5

er
alk
W

St.

Johnnie Arolfo
Civic Center

Threats
• Funding
• Piecemeal instead of cohesive common design
• Politics/commitment to long term vision for public facilities
• Public perception regarding civic priorities
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Character
• Urban or suburban in character
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Community Character & Development
Patterns

The following development patterns are proposed for League City:
Rural
• Linear
• Cluster

As previously discussed in Chapter 4, the land use scenarios developed for
League City not only shows the use of land (e.g. residential, commercial,
industrial), but also reflect the intended character of development. This
approach called “community character” goes beyond typical categorization
of land—such as single and multiple family residential, office and retail
commercial, and light and heavy industrial—to account, as well, for the
physical traits and design attributes that together, contribute to its “look and
feel”. (Kendig Keast Collaborative)
A character-based system focuses on how a development looks and feels with
regards to open space and vegetation, amount of imperviousness, building
orientation, height and scale of building in relation to the site, setbacks and
overall density/intensity.
Community Character is defined in five categories: Natural, Rural, Suburban,
Auto-Dominant and Urban. These categories are furthered divided into
subtypes. Table 5.1 summarizes the character types for League City.
As shown in Table 5.1 within each district, different development patterns are
allowed. The patterns demonstrate different ways a development can be laid
out while achieving the same overall character. A variety of development
patterns are described in Table 5.2. Some of these patterns are standard
and commonly found in League City while others represent more innovative
and preferred practices which can be achieved and encouraged through
incentives. The proposed development patterns vary in terms of open space
requirements, density/intensity and allowed housing and building types.

• Village
Suburban
• Linear
• Conventional
• Cluster
• Village
• Office Park
Auto-Dominant
• Linear
• Conventional
• Strip Center
• Power Center
Urban
• Urban High
• Urban Low
While the development patterns within each character district allows the
community to achieve a consistent and desired “look and feel” , there are
certain development patterns that are preferred over others. For example
in the rural and suburban categories the cluster and village patterns are
preferred and encouraged over the linear and conventional patterns. Rural
and cluster patterns offer greater open space preservation, protection of
sensitive sites, less impervious surface, reduced infrastructure costs, and
environmental benefits including storm water management and wildlife
habitat. The preferred development patterns can be encouraged through
incentives.

Community Character is a system for evaluating developments that goes beyond
the “use” of the land. Community Character focuses on how a development
“looks and feels” with regards to open space and vegetation, amount of
imperviousness, and orientation of buildings (scale/bulk) to site.
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Table 5.1 Community Character

Transect
Community Character

Character Type

Description

T1

T2

T3

T3B

T4/T5

Natural

Rural

Suburban

Auto-Dominant

Urban

“Natural”

“The Country”

“The Garden”

“The Compromise”

“The City”

Natural
Open Space

Rural Residential
Rural Estate

Suburban Residential
Suburban Village
Suburban Commercial
Parks
Public/Institutional

Auto-Dominant Residential
Auto-Dominant Commercial
Enhanced Auto-Dominant Residential
Parks
Public/Institutional

Urban
Urban Low
Urban High
Parks
Public/Institutional

Areas best suited to remain undeveloped for
purposes of preservation, conservation or
aesthetics

Scattered homesites/farming
Low density large lot residential
development

Suburban Residential/Commercial
Developments with larger lots or smaller lot
developments with preserved open space

Smaller lot sizes, reduced dimensions around
and between homes, consistent front and
side setbacks and limited amount of on lot or
common open space.

Relatively dense residential development
with a mix of types. Also includes
commercial and mixed use developments.

Suburban Village
Eclectic suburban development with single
family homes and commercial activities.
Preserves the character of the city’s original
town site.

Focus
Development Patterns

Untamed Nature

Agriculture/Open Space

Open space, tree canopy, garden setting/
vegetation

Garage, cars, and parking

Buildings and people

None

Agriculture, Village, Linear Residential (large
lot), Cluster Subdivision

Linear Residential (large lot), Village,
Conventional Subdivision, Golf Course
Community, Cluster Subdivision,
Neighborhood Center, Campus/ Park

Linear Residential, Conventional Subdivision,
Golf Course Community, Big Box, Strip
Center, Neighborhood Center, Power Center,
Office/Industrial Park

Mixed Use, Traditional Neighborhood
Development, Lifestyle Center
Urban Center
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Table 5.1 Community Character Continued
Transect
Community Character

T1

T2

T3

T3B

T4/T5

Natural

Rural

Suburban

Auto-Dominant

Urban

Suburban Residential

Enhanced Auto Dominant Residential
Enhanced Auto Dominant Residential

Rural
Estate
Rural/Estate

General
Land Use Mix
Residential
95%

Non
Residential
5%

Suburban Residential

Service
2%

Office
1%

Residential
90%

Non
Residential
10%

Service
3%

Office
3%

Suburban
SuburbanVillage
Village

Urban Low

Service
17%

Residential
100%

Residential
43%

Retail
4%

Retail
2%

Urban Low

Non-Residential
57%

Urban
Urban
HighHigh

Enhanced
Auto Dominant
DominantCommercial
Commercial
Enhanced Auto
Industrial
10%

Residential
70.0%

Non
Residential
30%

Service
10.5%
Retail
10.5%

Office
9.0%

Office
20%

Retail
40%

Service
30%

Office
Retail
17%
17%
Industrial
5%

Service
17%
Residential
43%

Non-Residential
57%

Retail
17%

Office
23%

Suburban Commercial
Commercial
Suburban

Industrial
20%

Retail
30%

Office
20%
Service
30%

Open Space
Housing Types:
Typical Development

100 Percent

0 to 44 percent

12 to 35 percent

12 to 25 percent

15 to 20 percent (Green Space)

None

Single Family, Granny Flat

Single Family, Granny Flat

Single Family, Duplex, Granny Flat

Single Family, Granny Flat, Duplex, Triplex.
Quadplex, Townhomes, 2 story multi family

Single Family, Granny Flat, Duplex, Triplex.
Quadplex, Townhomes, 2 story multi family

Single Family, Granny Flat, Duplex, Triplex.
Quadplex, Townhomes, 2 story multi family

Single Family, Granny Flat, Townhomes,
Triplex.Quadplex, 4 story multi family (urban
low), 6 story multi family (urban high)

Home Office, Office/Retail Cottage,
Neighborhood Center, Market

Home Office, Incubator, Shared Space,
Office Condo, Retail/Office Cottage,
Retail/Office Stand Alone, Big Box, Lifestyle
Center, Industrial/Office Park, Office
Building

Home Office, Incubator, Shared Space, Office
Condo, Retail/Office Cottage, Retail/Office
Stand Alone, Big Box, Lifestyle Center, Power
Center, Office Building

Cluster/Planned Development

Commercial Types
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None

Office Building, Lifestyle Center, Live Work,
Mixed Use

Table 5.1 Community Character Continued
Transect

T1

T2

T3

T3B

T4/T5

Natural

Rural

Suburban

Auto-Dominant

Urban

Utility plants and camp buildings

Utility plants, agriculture buildings and
farmhouses, campgrounds, countryside homes,
single family homes, random commercial/
industrial facilities

Single family homes, duplexes, (less likely
are low-scale apartments/condos and
townhomes), office or civic campus,
neighborhood stores

Single family homes, duplexes, apartments/
condos (townhomes less likely), strip retail/
office, office towers, “big box” retail, power
centers, shopping malls, civic buildings

Single family homes, duplexes, townhomes,
apartments/condos, neighborhood and retail
stores, offices

Structure Shape & Height

N/A

Square to horizontal appearance from street,
typically 1 to 2 stories

Square to horizontal appearance from
street, typically 1 to 2 stories (with
exceptions for apartment structures, office
structures and occasional hotels which may
be 4 to 6 stories)

Square to horizontal appearance from street
with limited (or fake) vertical differentiation,
typically 1 to 2 stories (with exceptions for
hotels, apartment structures and some office
structures)

Vertical to square appearance from street,
typical averages of 1 to 4 stories with
differentiation at the top, limited exceptions
to height for hotels and occasional
apartments/offices towers

Residential Garage

N/A

Commonly separate and set back behind or
away from structure. Not a prominent feature.

To Enter Building

N/A

Walkway from drive

Walkway from sidewalk/road

Walkway from drive or parking lot

Walkway or directly from sidewalk

Facade

N/A

Simplified/functional

Simplified

Very simplified for visibility at high speeds.
Often little (or fake) delineation of base/top

Detailed for pedestrian interest

Setbacks

None

Large/Gaps between buildings and building/
road much more important than structures

Medium to Large

Medium

Limited to Medium

Private Frontages

Natural landscape, often with very strong
tree canopy

Natural landscape, groomed/ungroomed yards,
porches, fences, naturalistic or formalized tree
planting and strong tree canopy

Groomed yard, porches, fences, relatively
strong tree canopy

Groomed to nonexistent yard or commercial
landscaped area, parking area, fences, limited
tree canopy

Porches, fences, terrace, stoops, dooryards,
forecourts, shopfronts, galleries, arcade,
limited groomed yard, commercial
landscaped areas and tree canopy

Public Frontages (right of
way)

Open swales and natural landscape with
optional trails connecting places

Open swales, naturalistic tree plantings (possibly
remnants of the natural landscape) with optional
trails

Raised curbs and sidewalks optional, bike
lanes, trails, naturalistic or formal street
trees/landscaping optional

Raised curbs, sidewalks, bike lanes, formalized
Raised curbs, sidewalks with limited street
landscaping and street trees, public art limited furniture, bike lanes, formalized landscaping/
to work that can be interpreted at high speeds
street trees, public art

Roads

Roads & Lanes

Streets, Roads & Lanes

Community Character
Buildings

Typical Thoroughfares

Commonly separate and set back behind or Prominent part of primary structure. Often the
away from structure. Occasionally entered
most recognizable feature equal to or before
through an alley to avoid visual impact.
the rest of the structure.

Boulevards, Avenues, Streets, Lanes

If available, to the rear of the structure
with limited/no front access. Often entered
through an alley.

Boulevards, Avenues, Streets, Lanes & Alleys
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Table 5.1 Community Character Continued
Transect

T1

T2

T3

T3B

T4/T5

Natural

Rural

Suburban

Auto-Dominant

Urban

Driving and biking (limited bike lanes)

Driving, biking (bike lane preferred), limited
walking, playing

Driving, biking (bike lane preferred) walking,
parking, playing

Driving, biking (limited to bike lanes outside
of subdivisions), and limited parking (in
subdivisions)

Driving, biking, parking, and limited playing

Limited to regional or site-exclusive trails

Trails preferred along roadway, natural corridor
or green space complement ability to walk along
road

Sidewalks or trails complement ability to
walk along the roadway

Sidewalks and crosswalks needed to protect
very limited pedestrian traffic in heavily
auto-centric environment. Limited width and
multiple safety features needed. Connectivity
using trails along natural corridors or green
spaces preferred

Standard to extended width sidewalks and
crosswalks needed for active pedestrian
movement. Pedestrian traffic management
features may be needed. Connectivity using
trails along natural corridors or green spaces
preferred.

On Site

On Site

Predominantly on-site, difficult to see
from the roadway (often located away
from roadway) and often shared outside
of neighborhoods. On street only in
neighborhoods.

Almost exclusively on-site, prominent from the
roadway, and sometimes shared outside of
neighborhoods. On street only in subdivisions.
Parking garage parking is typically impractical
due to limited density.

On street parking typical. Sometimes
complementary limited on-site parking
accessed from rear of site to avoid
interruption of pedestrian flow. Parking
garages within or near structures support
larger scale parking needs.

Open Space Types

Floodplain, forest, wetland, wildlife corridor,
sensitive natural area, and limited regional
park/open space

“Urban” farming, floodplain, forest, wetland,
wildlife corridor, sensitive natural area, park/
greenway, and playground

Sensitive/set-aside natural area, forest,
wetland, limited to moderate incorporation
of park, greenway and playground

Limited to moderate incorporation of park,
greenway and playground areas with limited
consideration for sensitive/set-aside natural
area, forest, wetland

Moderate to high incorporation of green
space, squares, parks, and playgrounds as
relief from urban environment. Conservation
of limited floodplain, wetland and sensitive
natural area

Residential Density

N/A

Low

Low to Medium

Low to Medium

Medium to High

Well/Septic

Well/Septic or Utilities Optional

Utilities Preferred

Utilities Required, Curb and Gutter

Utilities Required, Curb and Gutter

Max. Coverage: Structural

Very Low

Low

Low to Moderate

Low to Moderate

Moderate to High

Impervious Surface

Very Low

Low

Moderate

High to Very High

High

N/A

Limited to Moderate

Moderate to Connected

Limited to Moderate

Connected

Streetscape viewshed

Defined by open space or natural amenities.
Unlimited view to natural areas occasionally
framed by natural amenities such as trees
or a mountain face. Trees can sometimes
expand across the space to become a
“ceiling”. Street wall ranges from solid to
nonexistent.

Defined by groomed open space. Structures
in distance occasionally interrupt otherwise
unlimited view of natural areas. Individuals
owners may line street with trees to establish a
brief “wall” or sense of enclosure

Defined first by groomed open space and
second by structures. Linear system of
street trees provide a limited sense of enclosure that can sometimes expand across the
street to form a “ceiling”.

Defined first by parking and accented by
structures and landscaping. Linear system of
street trees and limited green space is often
used to mimic Suburban sense of enclosure.
Primary street wall consists of street trees and
secondary wall consists of structures. Gaps in
between make both highly porous.

Defined by structures and accented by
landscaping. Proximity of structures to
streetscape and limited gaps provide a
relatively strong sense of enclosure. Street
trees reinforce the street wall.

Purposes for Walking

Recreation and fitness

Recreation and fitness

Recreation, fitness and alternative travel

Recreation and fitness

Recreation, fitness and alternative travel

No

No

No

No

Appropriate

Community Character
Roadway Purpose
Pedestrian Paths

Parking

Utilities

Connectivity

Transit Supportive
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CASE STUDY - ISSAQUAH HIGHLANDS
Issaquah Highlands, located 17 miles east of Seattle, Washington, is an
urban village developed following the principles of New Urbanism. This
planned development emphasizes sustainable practices that would reduce
development impact on resources and the natural environment. The
village promotes open space preservation, compact pedestrian-friendly
neighborhoods, narrow tree-lined streets, alleys, mixed-use centers, front
porch architecture, wide sidewalks, a network of trails, and parks and
playgrounds placed within walking distance of homes. Overall this design
creates a sense of place, fosters interaction among residents and favors
pedestrian movement.

Parks, Trails and Open Spaces
Neighborhood sidewalks connect with more than 10 miles of hiking trails
and lead to over 100 acres of parks, recreation and sports fields which
are located every 0.25 miles, favoring for pedestrian over vehicle access.
Residents and the surrounding community can also access 1,450 acres of
permanent open space and 120 acres of protected wetlands.

Residential
At build out, is estimated there will be 3,900 homes with a mix of 45%
multi-family and 55% single-family detached housing. A wide variety of
housing types will exist including traditional front-porch, single-family homes;
condominiums; apartments; townhomes; live/work lofts; and custom luxury
homes.
Commercial
Along Highlands Drive is a vibrant mixed use neighborhood with a planned
lifestyle retail center that will include a collection of national and local
retailers, an office campus, regional hospital, restaurants, professional office,
an upscale grocer, drug store, hotel and multi-screen theater. This mixed use
neighborhood will have approximately 3 million square feet of office space
and 600,000 square feet of retail space. A portion will include residential
above retail.
Water Conservation
A major requirement for both the City of Issaquah and King County were
development measures to reduce water consumption and to protect
water quality, specifically reducing run-off that could contaminate Lake
Sammamish, two miles to the west as well as surrounding wetlands and
salmon-bearing tributaries that feed Lake Sammamish. Strategies include
the creation of ponds using natural vegetation to capture sedimentation and
filter vehicle oils and other pollutants.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Issaquah_Highlands
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Table 5.2 Development Patterns

Natural

Rural

Original Site

Linear

Cluster

Typically “natural” is designated for areas best suited to remain undeveloped
for purposes of preservation, conservation or aesthetics. In this case
“natural” reflects the original site prior to development.

Single family homes on large lots, providing a rural character/atmosphere.
This development pattern occurs in a “strip” along a roadway.

Protects the most desirable natural and historical features of the
development site by clustering homes and placing open space within
a conservation easement. Rearranges a development so a portion of
the buildable site is set aside as open space. This approach balances
development and conservation objectives by allowing the same number of
homes (or more) to be built on a site in a less land consumptive manner.

• Typically residential lots greater than one acre
• Sense of “rural living” provided by large, private lots
• Commercial viability limited to minimal, automobile-only, daily services
based upon“rooftops”
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Key Characteristics
• Remaining open space is permanently protected through a local land
trust or homeowner’s association
• Permanently captures and preserves natural, rural character
• Clustered housing reduces street and infrastructure costs

Table 5.2 Development Patterns Continued

Rural

Suburban

Village

Linear

Conventional

Clustered, relatively small lot residential development in a traditional village
format with the possibility of limited, centralized supportive commercial
activity for daily retail and service needs.
• Builds upon growing Traditional Neighborhood Design and New
Urbanism movements to recapture a lost “sense of community”
• Allows for evolution into larger communities or could utilize Conservation
Easements in surrounding rural areas to maintain character as “villages”
• Villages may include “commons” or “greens”
• Roadway network focuses upon “connection” instead of “collection” and
is typically narrower
• On-street parking is an option that is often encouraged
• Walking and bicycling are viable alternatives for casual trips and
recreation
• Greenways or conservation areas could be used as open space,
farmland, recreation, stormwater retention or other low-impact uses
desired by the community

This development alternative consists of single family homes on medium/
large lots located along a roadway in a “strip fashion”. Front yards, trees and
landscaping are a prominent feature of this development type.
• Single family development on large/medium lots
• Commercial retail and office space is rarely directly associated with
suburban development, but occurs along traffic routes as the number of
“rooftops” increase
• Pedestrian activity and bicycling are optional, but commonly limited to
purposes of health and recreation rather than commuting
• Streetscape typically consists of relatively expansive front yards with
sidewalks – on-street parking is usually permitted but is considered a
traffic interruption

Modeled after single family development patterns occurring in League City.
Typically includes limited commercial activities accessible by car. Includes
little relationship/connection with surrounding areas.
• Single family development on smaller lots with occasional mix of
residential, commercial, and institutional land uses. Housing consists
primarily of single family detached units of similar sizes, but could vary in
size and could include limited multifamily development
• Commercial retail/office space is rarely directly associated with this
development, but occurs along traffic routes as the number of “rooftops”
increase
• Green space typically consists of private neighborhood parks
complemented by larger public facilities
• Pedestrian activity and bicycling are optional, but commonly limited to
purposes of health and recreation rather than commuting
• Streetscape typically consists of relatively expansive front yards with
sidewalks. On-street parking is usually permitted but is considered a
traffic interruption
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Table 5.2 Development Patterns Continued

Suburban
Cluster

Village

Office Park

Suburban “clustered” communities are similar in form and function to Suburban Conventional subdivisions except they cluster residential units around
open space, golf course or other amenity. These communities are sometimes
gated and primarily consist of single family homes.
• Single family development clustered around open space
• Open space can consist of golf course, lakes, and/or natural areas
• Housing consists primarily of single family detached units of similar sizes,
but could vary in size and could include limited multifamily development
• Open space provides for suburban character and garden like setting
• Commercial retail and office space is rarely directly associated with
suburban development, but occurs along traffic routes as the number of
“rooftops” increase
• Pedestrian activity and bicycling are optional, but commonly limited to
purposes of health and recreation rather than commuting

Clustered, relatively small lot residential development in a traditional village
format with the possibility of limited, centralized supportive commercial
activity for daily retail and service needs.
• Builds upon growing Traditional Neighborhood Design and New Urbanism movements to recapture a lost “sense of community”
• Includes a variety of housing types including single family homes, granny
flats, duplexes, triplexes, quadplexes
• Limited commercial core for daily services
• Utilize Conservation Easements to maintain village character
• Villages may include “commons” or “greens”
• Roadway network focuses upon “connection” instead of “collection” and
is typically narrower
• On-street parking is an option that is often encouraged
• Walking & bicycling are viable alternatives for casual trips and recreation
• Greenways/conservation areas could be used as open space, farmland,
recreation, stormwater retention or other low-impact uses

Places emphasis upon green space between structures in a pattern that is
often associated with a college campus, research center or industrial “park”.
The intent of this development is to establish a theme or commonality among
structures and open spaces. An office park may be a single company with
multiple structures or a series of subdivided lots in a single development (as
is common in industrial parks).
• A series of common themes in structures and site design that may
include materials, height, architectural style, landscape design, style of
open spaces, and amenities
• Shared on-site amenities including signage, detention, parking and
lighting and an emphasis on connectivity through common “gateways”,
streets and sidewalks/trails
• Similar or complimentary uses (including densities) throughout the development that may include residential, public/institutional, commercial, or
industrial
• Emphasis commonly on open space between structures
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Table 5.2 Development Patterns Continued

Auto Dominant
Linear

Conventional

This development pattern can be characterized by single family homes on
smaller lots, with minimal setbacks and open space. There is often little or no
relationship to surrounding land uses.

This development pattern is what is typically found in League City. Similar to
the Linear pattern it can be characterized by single family homes on smaller
lots, with minimal setbacks and open space. Unlike the Linear pattern, the
street network is more curve linear, with numerous cul de sacs.

• Single family homes, with similar setbacks/dimensions located on smaller
lots; may also include multi family developments
• Commercial retail and office space is rarely directly associated with this
development, but occurs along traffic routes as the number of “rooftops”
increase
• Streetscape has a strong focus on garage and parking
• While sidewalks may be present, little or no emphasis is placed on connectivity, walking or biking
• Very little landscaping and open space. Open spaces would typically
consist of a pocket or neighborhood park

•
•
•
•
•
•

Strip Center

A common form of commercial development found along busy arterial roads
and highway corridors. Buildings are placed in a linear arrangement and set
back from the road to provide ample and visible parking space.
• Single use, single story buildings that are most typically commercial
• Exclusively auto-oriented and located along high traffic roads
Single family homes, with similar setbacks/dimensions located on smaller • Pedestrian activity is discouraged by conflict with auto traffic, very limited
lots, can also sometimes include multi family developments
streetscape amenities, expansive parking between the sidewalk and strucCommercial retail and office space is rarely directly associated with this
ture, and lack of architectural detail that entices the walking public
development, but occurs along traffic routes as the number of “rooftops” • Dependant on parking that is visible from the road to attract customers
increase
• Strip development may include an “anchor” tenant to attract customers
Not much emphasis on connectivity, curve linear street pattern with cul
to all businesses in the development. Anchor tenants are typically those
de sacs
that generate frequent trips (i.e. pharmacy, or supermarket) or those that
Streetscape has a strong focus on garage and parking
attract regional customers (i.e. Best Buy, Home Depot)
While sidewalks may be present, minimal emphasis is placed on walking
• Strip activity tends to be focused upon short term profitability
on biking
• Very limited relationship to surrounding uses or structures
Very little or no landscaping and open space. Open space would typically • Generally more compatible on high speed roadways than residential
consist of a neighborhood park.
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Table 5.2 Development Patterns Continued

Auto Dominant

Urban

Power Center

Urban High

Urban Low

This development alternative is characterized by a node or concentration
of commercial uses. Power centers are typically anchored by one or more
major retailers and supported by various shops and restaurants. The size of a
power center can range substantially between small commercial centers that
provide service to the immediate surrounding area to major “Power Centers”
with multiple “anchor” tenants.
• Concentration of commercial uses oriented in a node or center
• Auto-oriented and located along high traffic roads such as arterials and
highways
• Dependant on ample parking that is shared among tenants of the center
• Retail commercial centers typically rely on having one or multiple regional
retailers to anchor the development and attract shoppers to the area

The intent of this development alternative is to create a vibrant, mixed use
center where people have the opportunity to live, work, shop, and recreate
within a central area. It is similar in form and function to a traditional
downtown with high density office, retail, and residential uses.
• Commercial core supported by relatively high density residential in
proximity to commercial activity
• Strong mix of uses (often including lower floor commercial and upper floor
residential) with emphasis on mobility choice
• Surrounding areas function as interconnected neighborhoods with
reduced setbacks to encourage pedestrian activity and sense of urban
community
• Green spaces include central greens, pocket parks, and plazas
• Regional-draw retail, restaurants, entertainment, and office space
• Street network focuses on connectivity and collection, includes large
urban sidewalks to accommodate foot traffic.
• On street parking and parking garages are encouraged

Very similar to Urban High in that its purpose is to create a vibrant, mixed
use center, however at a less intensive scale.
• Mixture of housing types including single family homes, town homes,
urban apartments, lofts
• Commercial core supported by relatively high density residential in
proximity to commercial activity
• Strong mix of uses (often including lower floor commercial and upper floor
residential) with emphasis on mobility choice
• Surrounding areas function as interconnected neighborhoods compared
to subdivisions with reduced setbacks to encourage pedestrian activity
and sense of urban community
• Street network focuses on connectivity and collection, includes large
urban sidewalks to accommodate foot traffic
• Green spaces include central greens, pocket parks, and plazas
• Parking on street and in shared parking lots adjacent to developments
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Goals & Policies
The following goals and policies should be used by the community to ensure
that daily decisions related to land development and growth, support the
community’s long-term vision.

Goals
Achieve the desired character set forth in the Guiding Principles and
Future Land Use Plan including the following:
• Clustered subdivisions/villages surrounded by open space
• Pockets of urban/mixed use centers
• Villages around Main Street and Shellside
• Preservation and enhancement of existing neighborhoods and
commercial centers
Preserve and showcase the community’s amenities and natural assets
including Clear Creek, native habitats areas, open spaces/rural areas,
and the Historic District.
Create memorable places and destinations for residents and visitors to
enjoy.
Promote a pattern of development that utilizes infrastructure efficiently
and wisely.
Create “neighborhoods” that offer a mixture of uses, facilities
and amenities as opposed to “subdivisions” that are exclusively
characterized by single family dwellings.

Policies
Character
• All plan approval and rezoning requests should be consistent with
the character for the area, policies established in the Comprehensive
Plan and the Future Land Use Plan. Any zoning request that does
not conform should require a request for a Comprehensive Plan
amendment prior to submittal of a rezoning application.
* A comprehensive plan amendment should be required for any
change in the land use/character designation or for any text
amendment.
* A comprehensive plan amendment may be submitted concurrent
with a rezoning or other development application.
* Amendments should clearly describe the need for the proposed
change, changing or unforeseen circumstances warranting the

change, the guiding principles or goals the proposed change
supports, the effect of the proposed change on city services and
facilities, compatibility with surrounding uses and any implications
the amendment would have on other plan elements.
• The Comprehensive Plan should be regularly monitored and updated in
order to respond to changing needs and conditions and remain useful
overtime.
* City staff should monitor and report upon plan progress and success
every year to at minimum the Planning and Zoning Commission and
City Council.
* Minor revisions should be compiled and made at regular intervals
such as annually, or more often as needed. Revisions that include
changes to the future land use plan and/or new or revised policies
should be considered major amendments and should be made as
the need arises.
* The City should conduct a thorough review and potential revision
and adoption of the Plan every 5 years. At this the time the base
studies, guiding principles, future land use plan and policies
should be updated and revised as necessary to reflect changing
circumstances and priorities and emerging needs and opportunities.
• Approve and evaluate development requests based on compatibility
with “community character”, including overall intensity of a site using
measures such as open space ratio, density, floor area ratio, setbacks,
massing and scale.
• Treatment of the site, particularly open space and impervious/pervious
surfaces, and relationship of a structure to its site and surrounding
areas, is as important to character the actual structure.
• Designs incorporating best management practices including cluster
development, Traditional Neighborhood Development, and Low Impact
Development, where appropriate, are encouraged, preferable to typical
conventional designs and should be allowed by right.
• Encourage compact, mixed use developments that include a variety
of land uses, housing types and higher densities in designated Urban
High and Urban Low areas.
• Promote flexibility in development patterns, site designs and uses by
right, to the extent practical, and by Special Use Permit to further extent
practical. Planned Unit Development should be considered a route of
last resort.
• Eliminate minimum lot size and configuration requirements in favor of
density requirements. If necessary, establish average lot sizes to create
additional flexibility.

character areas. Establish a “build-to” range and percentage of
frontage that must be within that range in order to promote continuity
but also add flexibility (for example, 60 percent of frontage within 10
to 12 feet of the property line).
• Establish average height limits and increase maximum height to allow
flexibility in massing and design, where appropriate.
• A pattern book or design guidelines should accompany major
development activity to establish architectural and site design
standards for a development project beyond the minimum
requirements of the code (and as a means of assisting HOA or COA
architectural review committees in making more informed decisions).
• Design standards in Urban areas should address the podium, shaft
and top of structures in terms of space, massing and transparency.
• Different uses may be adjacent or mixed if the desired character is
achieved and if impacts are appropriately addressed.
• Natural areas such as floodplains, native habitat areas, prairie land
and wetlands should be protected and, when appropriate, utilized as
amenities in achieving desired character. Natural features should be
used as buffers or open space between or around developed areas
and incompatible uses.
• Infill development and redevelopment, particularly in designated
areas identified on Map 4.5, is preferable to new development in
largely undeveloped or agriculturally productive areas.
• All infill development should be compatible with the character and
context of surrounding areas.
• New development on sites adjacent to existing infrastructure is
preferable to “leapfrog” development.
Steps to Subdivide Land
• Delineate areas unavailable for development (floodplain, certified
wetlands) as well as those areas more desirable if not developed
(woodlots, attractive view sheds, locations adjacent to less compatible
uses).
• Calculate a base “yield plan” based upon the density allowed upon
developable land.
• Place units in locations, patterns and types that are most desirable/
marketable while complementary to the city’s Guiding Principles.
• Take advantage of viewsheds created by protecting undevelopable
lands and intrude into areas preferred to be left alone only as needed
to enhance site design, meet requirements, and allow for total yield.
* Add the pedestrian/bicycle network.

• Utilize “build-to” lines in replacement of front setbacks in all but rural
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* Add street network.
* Add lot lines.
Housing/Neighborhoods
• Allow a mix of housing types and densities within the same development
by right as appropriate to the desired character for the area. Large
scale development should incorporate life cycle housing.
• Reduce monotony within a development by varying lot sizes (average),
architectural styles, façade treatments, and scale, but in a manner that
respects desired character and maintains compatibility.
• An active mix of housing types throughout a development is preferable
to segregation of each type in separate locations.
• Permit a “granny flat” to accompany any single family home by right,
assuming that all other requirements (such as impervious surface
restrictions) can be met.
• Restrict the number of units in a single multifamily structure to a
maximum of 24 units without a special exception, except in Urban High
and Urban Low character areas as a means of maintaining scale.
• When designing new neighborhoods, preserve natural areas including
prairie land, wetlands and floodplain areas that contribute to
neighborhood identity and character.
• Schools, churches and other activity centers should be integrated with
residential uses as long as impacts are appropriately addressed.
• Ensure a strong internal network of paths (streets, sidewalks and trails)
and linkages, as well as with nearby neighborhoods, destinations and
activity centers.
• Take every opportunity to reduce the amount of impervious surface
in developments and on individual sites, including use of pervious
pavement where appropriate.
• Allow industrialized housing (prefabricated and manufactured) to be
located in any area in which single family residential structures are
allowed provided that they meet city wide general design standards
established for all single family structures or neighborhood standards.
Minimum General Design Standards for all Single Family Structures
• Criteria established in a pattern book or accepted design standards
for a neighborhood should be considered in addition to an established
set of Minimum General Design Standards. In areas of duplication,
an approved pattern book or design standards should supersede the
Minimum General Design Standards.
• Primary entry into all residential structures shall face the adjacent
roadway, unless the primary entry for the majority of surrounding
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structures is located otherwise.
• Roof type, details, materials, slope and overhang shall be similar to
surrounding structures (for example, in all directions for 300 feet) in
conformance with current zoning standards.
• Architectural design, door details, window details, massing,
accessories, and materials shall be similar to one of the styles of
surrounding structures that are in conformance with current zoning
standards.
• Small deviations from the Minimum General Design Standards or from
a neighborhood pattern book may be approved by staff, but major
deviations should require a variance for hardship or a Special Use
Permit.
• Water conservation, stormwater management and energy
conservation, as well as improvement to the existing neighborhood
housing stock may be acceptable causes for deviation from the
Minimum General Design Standards.

sites and structures along the shared block face and two adjacent block
faces that are located in the established neighborhood.
Commercial
• Discourage strip commercial development as a development pattern in
order to improve traffic safety, visual impact and to maximize use of the
land and long term return on investment.
• Encourage redevelopment of strip commercial sites as residential, office
or institutional uses.
• Take every effort to reduce “isolationist” design in existing strip
commercial sites, including shared parking, access (to the street and
between sites), and shared landscaping.
• Cluster commercial activity to maximize pedestrian and vehicular
access. Amenities such as entries, parking, detention and signage
should be connected and shared to enhance on-site convenience and
pedestrian traffic.

• Preservation and enhancement of existing neighborhoods is critical to
the future of League City and will be a primary consideration in future
land use and community character decisions.

• Neighborhood centers should be integrated with residential uses with
emphasis on convenient access by area residents, including those
traveling by foot, bike or another alternative to an automobile. Impacts
created by neighborhood centers should be creatively mitigated, as
opposed to simply screened and isolated.

• Compatibility of uses should first focus on performance and
impacts; however, it should also recognize that some uses are simply
incompatible by community standards.

• Concentrate the highest densities of employment, commercial,
residential, and mixed-use development and other planned major
activity centers in the designated Urban High/Urban Low areas.

• Development regulations should utilize a table of uses that are
permitted by right (assuming that they meet any necessary impact
requirements), “special uses” permitted only after approval by Council,
and uses that are not approved.

• Promote commercial “districts” that offer the ingredients needed to
entice people to the area and keep them interested for an extended
period of time. Districts should include a minimum of one major
landmark, gathering place or attraction in addition to commercial retail
or office activity.

Neighborhood Protection

• Some uses may be determined to be acceptable by right, but only after
mitigation of regularly anticipated impacts or provision for regularly
anticipated conditions. In those cases, conditions for use by right
should be established in advance and included as part of development
regulations.
• Consider preservation and enhancement of the current mix of
uses, character, development patterns and architectural design of
established neighborhoods through use of a “conservation overlay”.
• Infill activity should follow the mix of uses, character, development
patterns and architectural design defined by a pattern book or set
of accepted design standards for the area, if those standards were
previously established and are publicly enforceable. If no pattern book
or accepted design standards are available, then infill development in
established neighborhoods should meet standards derived from other

• Commercial districts should offer a “theme” or “experience” that is
unique to the particular district that may be derived by form, mix of
uses, attractions, district amenities, and/or architecture and site design.
• Districts should be well connected by a series of paths and linkages,
both internally and with other districts, including systems of wayfinding,
street furniture, lighting and landscaping.
Parking
• Parking requirements should allow for flexibility based upon market
demand while also respecting community character.
• Off-street parking should be shared to the greatest extent possible,
particularly in instances of complementary uses.
• Structured parking is preferable in Urban areas, particularly in areas
characterized as Urban High.

• When possible, structured parking should be integrated into structures
with commercial retail activity on the first floor.

other destinations should be considered a critical component of good
site design.

• On-street parking is encouraged as appropriate to area character and
context.

• Primary conservation areas, such as floodplains, should be maintained
in a natural state, free from development with the exception of
recreation or other low-impact uses. Secondary conservation areas
should be preserved and utilized in site development to the extent
practical.

• Public parking should be promoted as a viable means of spurring
economic activity and, when appropriate, should be counted toward
parking requirements of surrounding uses.
• Public parking should be strategically located for purposes of promoting
pedestrian activity.
• Reduce parking and space requirements for development that installs
bike racks (where appropriate).
• Allow for compact parking spaces, including a percentage of spaces for
motorcycles and electronic vehicles.
• Encourage installation of charging stations in parking areas,
particularly public parking, at prominent locations to encourage use of
alternative fuel vehicles and alternative sources of transportation.
• Location and design needs for parking, like parking type, should differ
according to character area.
• The percentage of off-street parking allowed in front of a structure
should decrease as intensity of character increases from Rural to Urban.
• Encourage low impact design in parking areas, including use of
pervious pavement, rain gardens, and naturalized parking techniques
such as cellular grass paving.
Open Space
• Open space should be functional for purposes of enhancing recreation,
character, connectivity, conservation, wildlife habitat and/or stormwater
management.
• Open space should be promoted in meeting several urban design
needs, including creation of landmarks, gathering spaces/destinations,
paths, or edges.
• Open space should be prominent in site design and development/
redevelopment efforts in a manner appropriate to area character and
intensity of development.
• Residual space resulting from poor site design should not be considered
acceptable for meeting open space requirements.
• Alternative housing types may be used to achieve greater design
flexibility in preserving and taking advantage of opportunities related to
open space.
• Open spaces should be connected within a development as well as with
open spaces on adjacent sites. Linkages between open spaces and with

Responsible Growth
• Development should, at worst case, run concurrent with the availability
of infrastructure and acceptable levels of service.
• Municipal Improvement Districts are not an appropriate substitute for
municipal infrastructure and service and should be discouraged, if not
fully avoided.

• Primary and secondary conservation (see Map 4.1) areas should be
preserved through dedication, conservation easements or other means
of acquisition and management.

• Total population and employment upon buildout should not be
allowed to exceed the ability to adequately provide water, stormwater,
wastewater, and transportation services, with particular emphasis on
the most finite of these resources - water.

• Open space is best maintained in a coordinated, connected and
accessible system of natural areas, greenways and recreation spaces.

• Ordinances should be revised to ensure that population and
employment do not exceed the capacity.

• Conservation subdivision techniques offer an optimal tool that
creatively allows for both development and preservation (and full
and marketable use of) of sensitive areas such as wetlands and other
existing natural areas.

• Ordinances should not allow short term development to render
additional sites unavailable for development because water capacity
has been reached.

• Encourage creation of natural wetland areas (as opposed to lakes) as
an amenity or to compensate for native areas (including prairie lands)
that have been destroyed during development.
• If open space is to remain private, then require assurance that it will
remain protected and maintained in an appropriate condition.
• Consider conservation easement as a tool for protecting natural areas
with maintenance through a land trust or homeowners association.
• Innovative techniques for increasing open space, such as development
of a green roof or naturalized parking areas, should be encouraged and
should count toward meeting a portion of open space requirements and
as tools for reducing impervious surfaces.
• Enhance and expand, to the greatest degree possible, linkages and
access to Clear Creek and adjacent sensitive areas.
Bufferyards
• Promote architectural and natural solutions for noise issues, including
berms, mounds, vegetative walls/screens.
• Bufferyards are a better means of addressing impacts than setbacks
and/or simple vegetative screens. Bufferyards should include a mix of
landscaping, berms, and walls (including noise reducing materials), in
addition to setbacks.
• Bufferyard standards should vary based on the level/type of impact,
intensity, and compatibility of adjacent uses.
• Water conservation and stormwater drainage systems, may be
integrated into required bufferyards, if designed appropriately.

• Existing development should, to the extent practical, be retrofitted to
implement low impact design practices.
• Water management is critical to growth and water conservation
practices can substantially reduce water consumption, particularly
during peak periods.
• Development patterns, intensity, and design standards can all play a
role in impacting water consumption.
Impacts
• Establish noise mitigation measures that maintain the ambient noise
level in existence prior to development of a project (or better).
• Lighting should be designed to promote the objectives of the
International Dark Sky Association.
• Minimize the impact of tall buildings upon adjacent shorter
buildings through use of a Sky Exposure Angle in addition to setback
requirements.
• Promote the use of innovative methods of addressing impacts,
particularly if such methods are successful without creating additional
impacts that cannot be successfully mitigated.
• Consider construction impacts, particularly in situations that
require construction outside of daylight hours, separately from postconstruction impacts.
• Distance is typically a poor means of addressing impacts in comparison
to other methods.

• Bufferyards should complement existing natural areas.
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Water Management and Energy Conservation
• Promote development patterns and architecture that reduce the need
for energy and water consumption.
• Encourage development patterns to take advantage of sun angles and
natural wind flow.
• Encourage an intense tree canopy as a tool for reducing energy
consumption and thermal pollution while also increasing value.
• Incorporate low impact design techniques into development activity
including green roofs (primarily on commercial, institutional and
multifamily structures), rain barrels, cisterns, rain gardens, and
naturalized landscaping.
• Native grasses and groundcovers should be encouraged instead of turf
to reduce water usage.
Annexation
• Annex remaining lands in the extraterritorial jurisdiction only as
appropriate and feasible.
• Ensure that a plan is provided at the time of annexation that clarifies
appropriate character for the area.
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